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Answer all the questions.

Section A

Fig. 1.1 shows three possible paths, A, B and C, of a spacecraft moving near the Earth but
well above the atmosphere.

l"

Fig.  1 .1

(a) Which path follows a gravitationalfield line of the Earth ?

answer . . . . . . . . . . t11

(b) Which path follows a gravitational equipotential line of the Earth?

answer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t11

2 Fig.2.l shows how the displacement of a simple harmonic oscillator varies with time.

displacement

Fig.2.1

At which point, P, O, R or S, is the acceleration the greatest?

answer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t11

At which point, P, Q, R or S, is the velocity of the oscillator at its greatest positive valtie?

(a)

(b)
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3 Here is a list of units.

J C-1 Cs- l  s s-1

Which is the unit of .1., the radioactive decay constant?

answer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t11

4 A student makes and calibrates the simple water clock shown in Fig. 4.1.

Explain how the marked time
and time passed is not linear.

Fig.4.1

scale shows that the relationship between level of water

(b) The rate of change of height of water
water by the equation

t1 I

related to the instantaneous height h of

#=-rn
where kis a constant.

(i) Describe, in words, the meaning of the equation # 
= -nn.

(ii) Suggest a physicalfactor that might affect the value of k

t1 l

(a)

#, .

l2l

1 minute
2 minute
3 minute
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5 At temperature I the average energy of a particle is of the order kfwhere kis the Boltzmann
constant.

(a) Show that the average energy of a particle, kT, at 300 K is about 4 x 10-21 J.

k = 1.4 v4 19-ze; 6 t

t1 l

(b) Water molecules are held to the surface of the liquid by an average of two hydrogen
bonds. lt requires an energy of about 3.2 x 1O-20J to break each bond.

Show that the average energy required for a water molecule to break free from the
surface of the liquid at 300 K is about 15 kT.

t1 l

(c) Puddles of water can evaporate quickly on a warm summer's day even though the
average energy of the molecules is less than that required to break free from the
surface. Explain why this happens.

t2l

6 A player serves a ball in a game of tennis with a racket of mass 0.35 kg. The racket moves
with velocity 22ms-1 as it strikes the ball.

(a) Show that the momentum of the racket is about 8 kg m s-l.

t1l
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5

(b) f n a typical serve, about 25o/o of the momentum of the racket is transferred to the ball.
The racket strikes a stationary tennis ball of mass 0.050 kg.

Estimate the velocity of the ball when it leaves the racket.

I2l

A plastic duck hangs from a long spring as shown in Fig. 7.1. The duck oscillates vertically
with a time period ol2.4s.

Fig.7.1

(a) Calculate the frequency, f, ol the oscillation.

f requency = . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  Hz

(b) The displacement x of the duck at time f is given by the equation

x= A cos (2n t  t )
where A=Q.20m.

Calculate the displacement of the duck when f = 2.0s.

d isp lacement= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .m I2 l

[Section A Total:20]

I2l
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Section B

In this section, four marks are available for the quality of written communication.

This question is about choosing a capacitor to act as a back-up power supply for a digital
clock display. The back-up supply must be able to store at least 30J of energy and maintain
a voltage of over 2V tor at least 12 hours.
Fig. 8.1 shows the basis of the system.

C = 1 0 F

Fig.8.1

When the 2.5V supply fails, the capacitor begins discharging through the digital clock display
system.

Specifications: capacitor rating - 10 F
operating voltage = 2.5Y
clock display = 9.0 kCl

It is required that the capacitor can store at least 30J of energy when at an operating voltage
of 2.5V.

(a) (i) Show that the 10 F capacitor meets this requirement.

(ii) The power supply in the circuit shown in Fig. 8.1 is disconnected.

Show that the time constant RC of the circuit is more than one day.

l2l

l2l
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(b)

7

When the supply fails, the voltage across the capacitor falls to
value after one time constant BC.

(i) Complete the table below.

* = o.gz of its original

time time passed/ hour potential difference across capacitor / V

0 0 2.5

RC 25

2 R C 50

3 R C 75 0 . 1 3

t2l

(ii) Draw a graph of these data on the axes of Fig. 8.2.

3.0
p.d. across
capacitor/V

80
time/ hours

Fis.8.2 tzl

(iii) Use the graph to decide whether the capacitor will be able to maintain a voltage
greater than 2.0V for twelve hours, as required. Show your method clearly.

t1 l

[Total: 9]

2.0

20
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I This question is about neutron stars.

Neutron stars are the remnants of huge stars that have exploded as supernovae.
One such neutron star has about the same mass as the Sun but its radius is only of the order
of 10 km. Such a dense object has a very high gravitational field strength at its surface.

(a) (i) Write down an expression for g the gravitational field strength at the surface of a
star of mass M and radius r.

I l l

(iD For a spherical star of average density p, the magnitude of I at its sudace is given
by

g = $ G n r p

where G=6.7 x 10-11Nm2kg-2.

Use this expression to show that the units of I are N kg-1.

t2l

(iii) Show that the gravitational field strength at the surface of the star is about
1 x loeNkg-1.

Pshr= 4 '0x 1014kgm{

286901 Jun03
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I

(b) A remarkable property of neutron stars is that they spin about their axes at a very great
rate. The radiation from these stars is observed as regular pulses. This gives rise to the
name'pulsars'.

This particular neutron star of radius 10km rotates 50 times every second.

(i) Show that the speed of a point on the equator of the star is about one percent of
the speed of light.

c=  3 .0  x  108ms- l

tzl

(ii) Calculate the magnitude of the centripetal acceleration at a point on the equator of
the star. lnclude units in your answer.

acce le ra t ion . . . . . . . . . . . . .  un i t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t3 l

(c) Neutron stars can spin at a great rate without flying apart because the gravitationalfield
strength is high enough to keep material on the surface of the star.
Explain how this statement is supported by your answers to (aXiii) and (b)(ii).

t3l

[Total: 13]
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10 This question is about the speed of molecules in a gas'

The mass of one mole of nitrogen molecules N, is 2'8 x 1O-2kg'

There are 6.0 x 1023 molecules in one mole of nitrogen'

(a) Show that the mass of one molecule is about 5 x 10-26kg'

l 1 l

(b) The relationship between the kinetic energy of a gas molecule and absolute temperature

f is given bY

Lru" =flxr

Show that the typical speed of nitrogen molecules at 300 K is about 500 m s-l.

k = 1.4;  1g-za; 6- l

tzl

(c) When perfume from an air freshener is released into a room, it gradually diffuses through

the volume of the room.

(i) Assuming the molecules of perfume move at about 500 m s-l, show that it would
take a molecule about O.O15s to travel the length of a room 7.0 m long'

286901 Jun03
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1 1

(ii) In fact, it takes very much longer than 0.015 s for the perfume to travel 7.0 m. Use
ideas about diffusion to explain why this is the case.
A diagram may help your answer.

I (d) IffjJlffiil1"':9":'ffi'ilff,|:?'35lliH: ilffi",tT:iffi'n' w*h that or nitrosen
' molecules. Justify your answer.

t3l

[ -otal :11]

t3l
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l1 This question is about measuring distances and velocities in the Universe.

Distances and velocities of planets and asteroids within the Solar System can be measured

by radar pulses from Earth reflected from the distant objects.

(a) A radar pulse from Earth was aimed at an asteroid. The time interval between the pulse

leaving the transmitter and the detection of the reflected pulse was 40.2s.

Show that the distance to the asteroid at the time of measurement was about 6 x 10em.

State anY assumPtion You make.

c = 3 . 0 0 x 1 0 8 m 1 1

t2l

(b) The measurement was repeated 14 minutes later. The time intervalwas then 40.0s.

(i) Show that the change in distance between the Earth and the asteroid was about
3 x 107m during the period the measurements were taken.

I2l

(ii) Calculate the average velocity of approach of the asteroid at the time of the
measurements.

average velocity = ..... ' ..... ' ..... ms-l tzl

(c) This radar-ranging method is impractical for measuring the distance or velocity of a star

such as Sirius which lies about 7 light years from Earth'
Suggest two reasons whY this is so.

2863V01 Jun03
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(d) Distant galaxies are observed to be receding (moving away) from the Earth at high

velocities. The velocity of a galaxy in deep ipace is Cabulated from its redshift' The

distance a to tne ooject can-be d;termined fiom its velocity of recession v using the

relationshiP
y  =  H o d

where Ho is the Hubble constant'

(i) Galaxy Y is observed to be receding at a velocity of 1 .0 x lOG m s-1 '

Show that the distance from the Earth to galaxy Y is about 4'5 X 1023m'

In the Year 2oo1 ' Ho = 2'2 x 1o=18 s-l'

t1 l

(ii) observations of distant galaxies show how the galaxies appeared millions of years

ago.

Use your answer to (dXi) to explain why this is so'

1 year = 3.2 X 107s

I2t

(e) The value of Ho given in (dXi) as Ho = 2.2 x 19-185-1 is often given in the alternative

form Ho = 70 kti s-1 MPc-l.
One megaparsec (Mpc) is an astronomical unit of distance equalto 3.1 x 1022m'

Show that the value 70 km s-l Mprl is approximately equivalent to 2'2 x 1 g-185-1'

tzl

[Total: 13]

Quality of Written Communication [4]
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